
219W-11 Smocked Scarf

Summary
Body of scarf: Cast on with long-tail cast-on method. Work in pattern stitch. Bind off in pattern.
 
Finishing: Referring to chart and finishing schematic, smock the scarf where indicated.
 
Abbreviations:
BO = bind off
CO = cast on
RS = right side
WS = wrong side

Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Whips [58% acrylic, 30% nylon, 12% wool; 175 yds/160m per 1.4 oz./40g skein]; color #11 sherbet green, 4 skeins [155g]
 
Tools/Notions:
• 4.5mm (US 7) knitting needles or size necessary to achieve gauge
 
Finished measurements:
• width 30cm/11.8"
• length 175cm/68.9"
 
Gauge (10cm/4" square):
• pattern stitch: 24 sts and 24 rows
 
Gauge may vary according to individual knitting style. Change needle size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.
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Scarf schematic Pattern stitch & smocking instructions
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※Length will be 175cm after smocking.

(CO row)

12-st repeat

knitneedle out on WS needle in on RS※For both A & B, leave 10cm yarn tail.

A: repeat steps ➀ to ➃ twice; wrap twice. ⦾

➀ out on WS
➁ in on RS

➂ out on WS / ➁ in on RS / ➀ out on WS / ➃ in on RS

B: repeat steps ➀ to ➁ twice; wrap 2 times ⦿

⦾  Knot the yarn tail from the beginning of step ➀ and the yarn tail from the second wrap of step ➃ on WS.

⦿ Knot the yarn tail from the beginning of step ➀ and the yarn tail from the second wrap of step ➁ on WS.



Smocking locations
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